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Building

Drexel

Joanne Barone Dragun
BS HOME ECONOMICS 1972, MD MEDICINE 1988

What an amazing journey. Drexel U then twenty
years later Drexel Med and residency. As president
of American College of Radiation Oncology,
founded by Dr. Luther Brady, I’m proud to
represent Drexel and Hahnemann.
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Theresa “Terry” Barry Shapiro
BS CHEMISTRY 1972

After graduating from Drexel in chemistry in 1972,
I spent the next 6 years as an MD/PhD student
at Johns Hopkins in Baltimore. After completing
internship and residency in internal medicine at the
University of Chicago, in 1981 I returned to join the
faculty at Hopkins, in the Departments of Medicine
and of Pharmacology and Molecular Sciences and
have been there ever since. I’m a professor and still
working full time.
My research has focused on discovering and
developing new treatments for malaria and African
sleeping sickness, work that spans from the lab to
clinical trials overseas. My discoveries have been
designated pivotal by FDA for approval of new
antimalarial therapy. My husband Ed and I met the
first day of medical school, and he too is a fulltime
professor at Hopkins, a cardiologist specializing in
cardiac imaging. We have two children and, joy of
our lives, three grandchildren.

My memories of Drexel include the first year’s
large group lectures, that included all science and
engineering students, where women were in the
distinct minority. Years later, a colleague at Hopkins
stopped me to say hello and ask if I recognized
him, which I did, but only vaguely. He had been
a contemporary chemical engineering student at
Drexel and assured me he understood why I might
not have recognized him, as the (relatively many)
men in those lectures all knew the (relatively few)
women, but vice versa was just not possible.

I am grateful to Drexel for providing a robust
and durable education, with hands-on co-op
experience that strongly shaped my career.
Research with Drexel chemistry professor Frank
Davis, on boron-nitrogen compounds with
possible utility as antitumor therapy, led to an
appreciation of the power of synthetic organic
chemistry to impact health, and to my careerlong
interest in pharmacology.
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John Blekicki

BS BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 1972

Business Administration
Lambda Chi Alpha
25 years Met Ed/GPU 12 years Worley Parsons Inc.
13 years retired
Two children - Sara and Julie
Two grandchildren - Nora and Ethan
Wife – Eileen (Dusty), married 50 years
Hobby - golf
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Carol Craig DeDominicis
BS HOME ECONOMICS 1972

I was a commuter student at Drexel, traveling by
bus from South Jersey to 8th and Market Street,
and then taking the EL to 32nd Street. It was
quite a challenge, dealing with weather conditions,
transporting design projects, strikes and threats
of strikes with NJ Transit or SEPTA. Although the
commute was difficult, I used my travel time to read
and study.
I enjoyed my classes and made new friends. I joined
a sorority, Tri Sigma, to feel more connected. It was
four years of hard work, but the final outcome was
worth it. I taught home economics for 35 years in
LIvonia, New York, and Monson, Massachusetts,
and most recently in Wallingford, Connecticut. I
received an MS in education from Nazareth College
(Pittsford, NY) and an MS in health from Southern
CT State University.
I have been retired for three years and live in CT
with my husband John and our dog, Zelda. We visit
Cape May every summer. I enjoy spending time
reading, sewing, quilting, traveling. I am forever
grateful that Drexel provided me with a lifelong
passion for learning and creative endeavors.
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Mary Dagmar Osbakken
MS BIOMEDICAL ENGINEERING AND SCIENCE 1972

Mary Osbakken, MD, PhD, MSBME 1972: Dr.
Osbakken was the first woman graduate of Drexel’s
Biomedical Engineering program, mentored
by Drs. Hun Sun and Eli Fromm. She has > 40
years of clinical, basic science and pharmaceutical
development experience.
Most recently she has been the CMO for several
start-ups, including Inotek Corp (2.5 yrs), Somnus
Therapeutics (4.5 yrs); and Follica, Inc. (drug/
device: 2 yrs). Prior experience includes executive
positions at Aventis & Sanofi-Aventis (5 yrs),
Covance (2 yrs) and BMS (5 yrs).
Dr. Osbakken holds a PhD in physiology, Jefferson
U; MD, Temple U; MSBME Drexel U; and has
completed fellowships in cardiology, nuclear
cardiology and MRI. She has been on the faculty of
Penn State Medical School, Hershey, PA, and the
University of Pennsylvania, Phila, PA.
She is currently involved in several philanthropic
organizations in Phila and abroad. She is also
a member of Drexel’s Biomedical Engineering
& Health Sciences Dean’s Executive Advisory
Committee and on the Board of Visitors of Lewis
Katz School of Medicine Temple University.
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Rev. Thomas Diffenderfer
BS MECHANICAL ENGINEERING 1972

I remember commuting to college on the Paoli/
Bryn Mawr Local from Wynnewood Station to the
30th Street Station and walking to campus. My
senior year Nick Russo and I rented an apartment
at 3207 Powelton Avenue. That year I was elected
to the positions of president of Drexel Christian
Fellowship and student dean of engineering. One of
the privileges as student dean was participating in
the evaluation of faculty candidates. Another was at
our graduation ceremony. Since our class was large,
the college student deans represented their college
in the conferring of degrees and receiving diplomas.
It was an honor to represent my fellow graduates in
the College of Engineering.
After graduation, I earned a Master of Theology
degree at Dallas Theological Seminary. While in
Dallas, I met and married Jean Salstrom. A few
years later our daughter was born. Following
graduation, we went to Nigeria for four years. I
taught and worked as business and maintenance
manager at ECWA Theological Seminary. When
we returned, I pursued a career in power plant
engineering, working for Atlantic Electric, Fort
Howard, Foster Wheeler and Covanta Energy in
various positions in operations and maintenance.
At Covanta, I designed waste-to-energy power
plants performing the calculations and making
the preliminary layout. One of these plants was in
Hawaii. I also designed plant retrofits.

I am very thankful
for the education that
I received at Drexel.
The jobs which I had
through the Co-op
program complemented
my academic studies
and prepared me
for my career as an
engineer. I am also very
thankful to God for His
enablement, provision
and protection over
the years. Five years
ago, I retired and am enjoying time with family
and friends. We have three grandchildren and
enjoy going to their sporting and musical activities.
Every Sunday they are at our house for dinner. We
serve in our local church. I play an euphonium in a
community concert band and enjoy playing golf.
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Virginia Downes
BS MATHEMATICS 1972

After Drexel, I spent five years at Clark University,
and when I finished there, I took a job with GE in
Rockville, Maryland. I worked on various computer
software tools and utilities for the next 15 years. By
then, I had married a coworker and we had a son
who was getting to the age where there were all
sorts of activities he could do before or after school,
if only he had someone to chauffeur him. And,
while I liked my job, there was entirely too much of
it. So, I volunteered to be laid off.
Before long, GE was asking if I couldn’t support just
this one client ... then just this one product ... then
this one, too ... and then there was the Y2K panic. So,
I worked for a temp agency contracting my services
to them for the next eight or nine years. But only
from home and usually only about 15 hours a week. I
submitted virtual timecards by email to my manager,
who approved them and forwarded them on to the
temp agency. But when my son was a high school
senior, GE decided that the whole company should
standardize on a different temp agency, that couldn’t
really deal with employees who were never in the
office and would go months and months without ever
seeing their manager; they wanted physical timecards
submitted on Friday. So, I signed a bunch of blank
timecards for my manager to fill in as needed, and
when a reorganization brought someone into the unit
who had experience with the products I supported, I
handed them off to him and retired for good.
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A couple of years later,
my husband retired
too, and we went
on a number of very
enjoyable trips, until
the unprecedented
times hit. Since then,
we’ve mostly been
hunkered down
with our books and
computers.
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Merrill Feldman

BS COMMERCE & ENGINEERING GENERAL STUDIES 1972

Drexel prepared me for my many future
endeavors by teaching me to be able to analyze
problems/situations and draw a conclusion based
upon facts. Having received the “Drexel Shaft”
many times, I was able to rebound from anything
that I encountered.
After Drexel, I received an MBA from the Kellogg
School at Northwestern University. Following my
own path, I moved to Memphis, Tennessee, to join
a young Federal Express in their strategic finance
group. Memphis was too constraining for me so
I moved to the Silicon Valley in 1980 to seek my
future. There I found unconstrained opportunity
and was able to conduct strategic business systems
design internationally.

Francisco Bay Area, Kona Hawaii, Bethany Beach,
DE and travel. We anticipate resuming our travels
later this year.

Many additional business systems opportunities
followed in industries ranging from
pharmaceuticals to commercial real estate.
During one of these assignments, I met my
future wife. She is a California native from
Palo Alto. We have two children together, a boy
and a girl who have followed us into the area of
computer science.
Prior to Covid–19, we enjoyed traveling extensively,
internationally and domestically including a five
-month, 15K-mile cross-country journey in a Tesla
model X. We now split out time between the San
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Larry Hoch

BS CHEMICAL ENGINEERING 1972

I vividly recall moving into room 404 Kelly
Hall, Drexel Institute of Technology’s first men’s
dormitory. I fondly remember dorm life with water
battles between floors, the community TV and
vending in the basement, paper airplane flying from
the roof and s-t-u-d-y-i-n-g!
It was my sophomore year when I first met my
future wife, a new student at the Philadelphia
College of Pharmacy. My roommate and I were
walking along Baltimore Avenue when I first saw
her and I told him I thought she was extremely
attractive. He was never satisfied to leave it at that
and took action to find out who she was. Without
my knowledge, he invited her to one of his parties
and introduced us.
Unlike my first two co-op periods with GAF Corp
in Binghamton, NY, I had a local co-op at Pennwalt
in King of Prussia. So, in my junior/senior years we
began steady dating or, in my case, mostly studying.
I also have many memories of both students and
professors. In particular, I have fond memories of
my advisor, Professor Thygeson, who was always
ready to lend an ear and share a beer at Cavanaugh’s.
Likewise, I am eternally grateful to Professor
Coughanower who suggested I go to interview
with Mobil’s corporate recruiter in downtown
Philadelphia. This visit ultimately resulted in a 48year long career with Mobil / ExxonMobil.
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I retired in July 2017 and, after a few months,
went back and worked until March 2020. I had
a very varied career starting with fuels, computer
applications development, base stocks and
finally petroleum specialties. Something new and
interesting was always waiting. I loved it! My wife,
who also worked for ExxonMobil, retired on the
same day. We have one daughter, Stephanie, who
is a Drexel Dragon Class of 2004 with a LaBow
pedigree. We also have two young grandchildren
who appear to have an engineering aptitude based
on their Lego building and puzzle solving skills.
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Thomas Hodges

BS ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING 1972, MS 1975

My education was extended due to the Vietnam
conflict. I entered Drexel after high school in 1960
but my education was interrupted by a tour in the
U.S. Army then continued part time until 1972.
During that period Drexel had major changes. New
buildings arose and streets disappeared. I’m sure
that now it is unrecognizable.

MEMORY BOOK
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Marilyn Kagan
BS ARCHITECTURE 1972

I attended the architectural program in the Evening
College for nine years, graduating in ’72. It would
have been eight, but one teacher didn’t want a
woman to be in the architecture profession. I left
until he left. My fellow students and I were pals in
the same trenches.
I broke the glass ceiling for other women to follow
their dreams, and now I’m listed in Who’s Who in
America. It was the ’70s, and men weren’t used to
it yet.
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Thomas Keller
BS CHEMICAL ENGINEERING 1972

Enrolling as a physics major, with aspirations of
becoming a PhD researcher, I soon realized I didn’t
have the brain power to make the grade, so after
freshman year I changed to chemical engineering.
After graduation I worked for the Environmental
Department of Bethlehem Steel for 11 years, the
U.S. EPA Region III for seven months, and retired
from the Environmental Department of PPL
Corporation after 25 years.
Things I fondly remember are: freshman year
tuition - $1,200, orange brick, ROTC drills taking
orders from Nick Debenedictis, keypunching
cards to run Fortran programs, which frequently
bombed out due to typographical errors, and
writing and acting in the chemical engineering
senior skit, 102Even dearer, memories of friends
and classmates too numerous to mention. And
professors - English Professor Christiaan Lievestro,
a Harvard PhD who probably could have landed
a position at any top notch liberal arts college,
but who favored Drexel technical majors with his
superlative teaching; English Professor Philip
Buehler, who taught me History of the English
Language, and who, in a required Humanities
course, showed kindness to my foreign born
Chinese physics major friend who lacked facility
with English; Physics Professor Henry Chen, and
his amusing and confusing inability to phonetically
distinguish between “reflection” and “refraction”;

Physics Professor
Ulysses Estilow, with
his sonorous voice;
Mathematics Professor
Al Herr and his
elegant presentation
of calculus. And the
chemical engineering
professors - Professor
John Thygeson, my
teacher and my friend,
with whom I lunched
at La Terrasse while
a student and after
I graduated; Professor Scottish Kenneth McNiel
pronouncing “methane” and “ethane” as “meethane”
and “eethane”; Professor Donald Coughanower,
teaching Process Control from the textbook he had
written; Professor John Tallmadge, obsessing over
fluid flow; youthful Professor John Marek, and salt
of the earth Professor Elihu Grossman.
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Mario
Statue

Theodore “Ted” Kuklinski
BS ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING 1972

From DIT to DU! Drexel was such a great choice
for a Philly guy who commuted by bus and subway
to its hallowed halls encased in orange brick. The
five years at Drexel was magic and I am so grateful
to the talented professors and fellow students for
such a fulfilling experience.
The co-op program drew me to Drexel, making it
feasible to cover tuition, gain practical experience
and get a great education. Using slide rules, punch
cards and IBM-360’s, flowchart templates, and
Fortran seems so quaint now but was a perfect
start to a long computer science career. After a
co-op stint at the Navy Yard, I switched to RCA’s
Advanced Technology Lab in Camden which
introduced me to the burgeoning field of pattern
recognition under great mentors and interesting
projects combining electronics and software. This
led to grad school at MIT for a PhD in EE and
computer science with research in the area of how
humans and machines recognize printed text.
Since then, there were a series of entrepreneurial
ventures in OCR, barcode and image processing
related companies and, in the last two decades,
developing robust validation systems for IDs – used
at airports, casinos, bars and liquor stores - much to
the chagrin of underage college students.

A group of us EEs
would get together to
make music on guitar,
harmonica and other
folky instruments – and
I am still playing in
groups and at church
(the Newman Center
influence). Newman
retreats and phys-ed
classes introduced
me to volleyball
which became a life
sport - still playing
competitively at Senior Games. A love of nature
instilled in Fairmount Park was carried on leading
our local land trust and enjoying birding, biking,
canoe sailing, telemark skiing, and raising monarch
butterflies. Janet, my wife of 40 years, and I reside
in West Newton, MA, just outside Boston - and still
vacation “down the shore.”
Thank you, Drexel
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Lawrence “Larry” Lehmann
BS CIVIL ENGINEERING 1972

I have fond memories of fraternities building
elaborate mechanical/electrical displays for
Homecoming, all in an effort to win the coveted
Little Brown Jug award presented to the best
display by the Inter-fraternity Council. I remember
attending the Homecoming Day football game in a
coat and tie! And in 1968 my fraternity, Phi Sigma
Kappa capturing the elusive Little Brown Jug.
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George Lutzow

BS BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 1972

Looking back over 50 years I feel so fortunate. I
have had a successful career, I’ve been married to a
wonderful and talented woman for 47 years, we have
three successful children, their spouses and three
beautiful grandchildren. The foundation for my life
and career started with my decision to go to Drexel.
The co-op program made it possible to attend
Drexel and gave me the opportunity to experience
the world of work. It opened the door to build a
successful career in human resource management
that spanned 40 years with Acme Markets. Back in
1969, a lot could have changed with the selection
of a ball in the first draft lottery. Sitting with
classmates in the lounge in Matheson Hall, we
discussed the implications and how our lives might
change. I ended up with a high draft number.
My career in human resources was far from
stagnant. Throughout mergers, acquisitions
and new corporate headquarters, I had the good
fortune to expand the scope of my influence, land
challenging opportunities and work with numerous
leadership teams.

My Drexel education
and leadership
experiences coupled
with my graduate
education at University
of Pennsylvania gave
me the background
to inspire another
generation of leadership.
I envision a career
like a fine tapestry,
depicting many life
experiences. Mine has been very rich and is still
taking shape. In the spirit of servant leadership, I
continue to be inspired as an educator to unleash
in others the possibilities that life provides. Drexel
gave me that start.

In 2011, I transitioned from my executive role as
director of human resource development and soon
joined the faculty of St. Joseph’s University. Today
I continue to teach graduate courses in leadership,
business strategy and human resource management.
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Michael Martorelli
BS BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 1972, MBA 1979

I enjoyed my time commuting every day to Drexel
and found the coursework interesting but never
overwhelming. I had fun participating in the
activities of Alpha Kappa Psi business fraternity
and Scabbard and Blade military fraternity. And I
was proud to serve as the chairman of Bus Ad Day
when we presented the Businessman of the Year
Award to J. Willard Marriott, Jr.
My co-op periods were useful in helping me figure
out what career I wanted to pursue – and in getting
my first job as an investment analyst at Janney
Montgomery Scott. I spent the next 31 years as an
analyst, while moving on to two other firms here in
the area. I then shifted to an investment banking
role at Fairmount Partners. After another 14 years,
I moved to a limited role as a semi-retiree – a
status I’ve maintained since then. Along the way, I
earned my MBA at Drexel, then started an adjunct
teaching career that spanned parts of 30 years at
Drexel and Philadelphia University.

Being mostly retired
has given me lots of
time to write articles
for Financial History
and several websites
specializing in history
and military topics. I
began that activity in a
small way after earning
an MA in history from
American Military
University in 2011. I
also spend some time
giving tours at Ft.
Miles, a World War II Coast Artillery fort in Lewes,
DE, and volunteering on a local township board
and at my church.

After ROTC, I served in the 1st Bn 108th Field
Artillery in the PA National Guard, then the 416th
Civil Affairs Co. in the USAR before leaving the
reserves when my wife and I started a family. I’ve
been married to that wife, Heddy, for 47 years.
We have two children (a boy and a girl) and two
grandchildren (also a boy and a girl.)
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Cynthia Milewski Maryanoff
BS CHEMISTRY 1972

Cynthia A. Maryanoff received her BS from Drexel
University (where she met and married her best
friend Bruce) and her PhD and postdoc from
Princeton University. She joined the pharmaceutical
industry for 37 years. Cynthia advanced to the
highest scientific position in Johnson & Johnson
(J&J), Distinguished Research Fellow. Her work
involved rapidly moving more than 1,000 new
molecular entities (NMEs) from small-scale to
large-scale chemical synthesis, advancing NMEs to
clinical studies in record time with a focus on tox
profiles/finalsynthesis/green chemistry. She later
led a group in the device sector of J&J.
In the ACS, she served the Division of Organic
Chemistry on the Executive Committee (19882018), receiving the Paul G. Gassman Award for
Distinguished Service in 2018. She serves on the
ACS Governing Board for Publishing (2015-2023);
ACS Development Advisory Board (2011-2024)
and the ACS Committee on International Activities
(2013-2022).
Awards received include the Society of Chemical
Industry Perkin Medal (2015); Hepatitis B
Foundation Community Commitment Award
(2015); American Women in Science Award for
Mentoring (2010); ACS Henry F. Whalen, Jr.
Award for Business Development (2007); Earle
B. Barnes Award for Leadership in Chemical

Research Management
(ACS National Award,
2005); University of
Pennsylvania Trustee’s
Council of Penn:
Women in Chemistry
Award (2001);
Garvan–Olin Medal
(ACS National Award,
1999); Distinguished
Chemistry Alumni
Award (Drexel
University, 1999), the
Philadelphia Organic
Chemist Club Award (1999), and the Scientific
Achievement Award (Philadelphia Section, ACS,
1991). She is an inaugural ACS Fellow (2009), a
Fellow of AAAS (1992) and a Fellow of the AIC
(1986). Dr. Maryanoff published 105 scientific
papers, more than 200 abstracts, seven books and
invented 67 patents.
She is a Foundation Distinguished Professor at the
Baruch S. Blumberg Institute and is co-CEO (with
Bruce E. Maryanoff ) of Absolute Palate, LLC, a
Hawaiian Kona coffee company.
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Donna Mohler Meloy
BS HOME ECONOMICS 1972

I was delighted to be accepted and receive a
substantial scholarship to attend DIT as part of
a pilot program in Nesbit College of Design and
Human Behavior and Development, as a result
of a recommendation by my high school home
economics teacher and Drexel graduate, Virginia
Doherty, who was my high school mentor and
reliable female adult at a very important time in
my life; she also later judged a fashion show for
my sewing students when I worked as a summer
sewing teacher at the Singer Sewing store, was an
important influence in my life, and helped shape
my interest in education.
Classes freshman year: human anatomy, nutrition
and chemistry, were life changing classes; my most
challenging classes were design, economics and
microbiology. I received teacher certification in
both early childhood and home economics and a BS
from DU.
Home in Van Rensselaer Hall, and then later
Chestnut Hall with three roommates in a suite,
I remember the day we were offered positions
for student teaching home economics; teaching
and residing at Pennsylvania School for the Deaf
as a housemother and an intensive ASL week at
Gallaudet College in Washington D.C. changed
my life and led to interest in receiving a MEd from
Shippensburg State University in special education

27

in 1975, after taking a position as a preschool
teacher for Cumberland Perry Association
for Retarded Citizens in 1973. I later received
school psychology certification from Immaculata
University in 2001 and retired in 2016 after over
32 years in public education, the last 15 as an early
intervention school psychologist for BCIU #14.
I remember campus mixers/ dances/ sorority
activities, golf and lacrosse gym classes, Drexel
Home Economics Association activities, traveling
to the AHEA National Convention in Denver,
Colorado, Drexel Dragon Drill Team (Cherry
Blossom Festival parades in D.C.) and ROTC
formal dances. I now enjoy yoga, tai chi, hiking
(BCHC, KTA, AMC), church, skiing, swimming,
contra dancing, biking rail trails, gardening and
friends and family time.
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William Peeck

BS MECHANICAL ENGINEERING 1972

I graduated with a BS in mechanical engineering,
and a commission as a 2nd lieutenant in the U.S.
Army. I spent the next eight years on active duty
and then 20 years in the U.S. Army Reserve,
retiring in 2000 as a lieutenant colonel, finance.
During my time on active duty, I attended the
University of Southern California’s master’s in
systems management program, graduating in 1975.
I started with my military experience because, I
have been asked several times if I ever used my
degree. The answer is no not directly, but Drexel
had a mandatory ROTC program in the 1960’s and
I would not have been in the military without that
first year of required training at Drexel.
I went to work for Eastman Kodak in 1980 as a
business analyst. My army experience, and education
at Drexel and USC facilitated that transition. I spent
37 years with Kodak designing, testing and installing
global order entry, billing and inventory control
computer systems for the company.

In retirement I have
kept busy. I am the
treasurer of the
Greece Historical
Society and Museum,
Greece New York. I
like walking and am a
member of the Niagara
Frontier Volkssport
Club. Volkssporting
originated in Germany, and I picked up the “hobby”
while stationed there in the 1970’s. I play board
games and was the past president of the Rochester
Boardgame Society. These hobbies started at
Drexel. I was the treasurer of the Drexel Astronomy
Society and a member of the Drexel Kriegspiel
(wargame) Society.
Drexel has had a great impact on the course my life,
including my introduction to the U.S. Army, my
introduction to Kodak was through a fellow DU
classmate and my introduction to several hobbies.

I met my wife while working at Kodak. We have two
children. Our daughter works at the Phoenix Art
Museum, Phoenix Arizona, and our son is an infantry
platoon leader in the U.S. Army in North Carolina.

MEMORY BOOK
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Malini Srirama
MS LIBRARY SCIENCE 1972

It was 1971, and three years since I had arrived from
India. I already had a master’s degree in zoology
from Mysore University in India. I decided to pursue
my master’s in library and information science at
Drexel Institute of Technology, as it was called back
then. My husband and I lived in Morris Plains, New
Jersey, but had to move to New Brunswick so I could
take a train to Philadelphia—where Drexel is located.
For me, it was a tedious daily commute, especially
during the winter. It was well worth it, though, since
I wanted to study at Drexel.
My classes were held in the old Rush Building.
I found the professors to be approachable and
helpful. Thanks to their guidance, I earned A’s in
all my classes, and was inducted into Beta Phi Mu
Honor Society for Library Science students. I still
remember going to the University of Pennsylvania,
where the big computers were housed. We studied
PL1 computer language and used punch cards and
flowcharts for programming. (Today, the younger
generation cannot even visualize this.)

in the public library
for several years. This
allowed me enough
time to pursue my
passion of performing
and teaching classical
Indian dance, which
I had also focused on
while at Drexel.
Though I may not have
chosen a long career as
a librarian, my time at Drexel was meaningful and
influenced me in many ways. It opened a new insight
to America for me. I thoroughly enjoyed my studies
and am proud to be an alumna of Drexel University.

After my graduation from Drexel in 1972, I worked
at Seton Hall University until 1978. After that,
my husband and I moved to Michigan, where I
focused on my two young children, who had been
born while we lived in New Jersey. I did not take a
full-time job because I chose to stay home with my
children. I volunteered in their school libraries and

29
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Drexel
Urbn
Center

Ronnie Walitsky Ross
BS HOME ECONOMICS 1972

Freshman year, I was part of a group of students at
the College of Home Economics in what was called
the Pilot Program. We all lived at Van Renssellaer
Hall. It was the only dorm on campus and was just
for women. Men were only allowed up to lounge on
the second floor on special days. We all had to sign
in and out of the dorm when you went out at night.
There were still curfews and you had to be in before
the doors were locked.
Besides academics, our Pilot Program of women
also brought the group to many meetings with our
esteemed Dean, Miss Marjorie Rankin. One of her
desires was to have a magazine that reflected and
showcased the people and achievements of her
college. She enlisted some of our groups to make
this happen. We spent many an evening around
her conference table at the new Nesbitt Hall. We
were reading, editing and deciding which stories
to include in our first edition. Our magazine,
Perspective, was published at the end of the end
of our freshman year. It was nothing like the slick,
professional magazines of today, but it got us started.
The next three years saw much improvement in
our end products. Dean Rankin propelled many of
us into leadership positions as student department
heads and student deans. She urged us to achieve
our dreams and live our lives as we desired.
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David Woods

BS ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING 1972, MS ENGINEERING
MANAGEMENT 2001

My first year at Drexel, I lived in the new
freshman men’s dorm while the rest of my family
lived in Spain. With no internet or cell phones,
the only communication I had with them was
handwritten aerogram letters. After they returned
to the U.S., I became a commuter student for the
remaining 4 years.

2013. I obtained a MS
in electrical engineering
from Lehigh University
in 1979 and a MS
in engineering
management from
Drexel in 2001.

My Drexel memories, in no particular order,
include: freshman orientation, Drexel Dink cap,
ROTC uniforms and drills, weekend movies in
Matheson Hall, playing pool with Vince Pinto and
Hearts with Bob Reim, mixers in the DAC and
Quad, typing lab reports on my portable manual
typewriter, keypunching and submitting Hollerith
cards and hoping that the program would run,
using and losing slide rules, being jealous of
a classmate who had a “new” HP calculator,
studying in the EE lounge, my mom working as
a secretary in the Management Department, and
“The Drexel Shaft.”

I married Chris two
weeks after graduation.
We have three children
and six grandchildren.
Returned to the
Drexel campus several
times over the years:
for my professional engineer exam, my brother’s
graduation, meetings in Hagerty Library to
collaborate on an engineering management class
project and attend my Engineering management
degree graduation. Certainly, a lot has changed
since my 1967-1972 time at Drexel.

All of my co-op assignments were at Pennsylvania
Power & Light Company. I worked on electric line
and substation construction crews, and then later
with engineers to design electric power distribution
and transmission lines. My course emphasis was
computers and power systems, fields which I was
involved with for my entire career. After graduation
I started at PP&L, where I worked until I retired in
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Hahnemann

George Amrom
MD MEDICINE 1972

I remained at Hahnemann for 50 years after
hearing the welcoming talk by Charles Cameron,
MD, in Alumni Hall on our first day. This includes
medical school, surgical residency and attending
surgeon. I was the interim chairman of the
Department of Surgery on three separate occasions
for a period of over four years. I was also the chief
medical officer at Hahnemann University Hospital
for 21 years. I retired in 1998 and my wife and I
moved up to the Hudson Valley in New York.

My life has truly been centered around
Hahnemann.

After surgical residency, I went into private practice
with Charles Wolferth for 20 years. I subsequently
joined the full-time staff. I feel like half my life was
spent in room 12 in the 8th floor OR suite. Much
of it was using black handled surgical instruments
with CCW marked on them.
I will always be grateful to Hugh Bennett, MD, the
associate dean for calling me into his office and
reading me the riot act. This was after I played hooky
on two out of three sessions we had on physical exams
in our second year. The importance of being available
and physically present in the hospital as opposed to
classroom and home study was emphasized.
I feel fortunate to have worked clinically with many
of our professors from medical school including
Wibur Oaks, Mason and Spitzer, Is Brodsky, Terry
Matsumoto as well as so many others.

MEMORY BOOK
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Stephen and Phyllis Baer
MD MEDICINE 1972

Stephen and I met at Columbia University. I
had just returned from two years in the Peace
Corps and was given a fellowship in the Biology
Department to work on a master’s degree in
physiology and he was in the Chemical and Bio
Engineering Department on a Naval scholarship.
We met in a course open to both disciplines.
Our relationship developed and we discussed
the possibility of applying to medical school
after getting married. I became pregnant. Upon
graduation from Columbia, Steve still had an ongoing commitment as a line officer in the Navy,
but we decided to give it a try, as the Navy at that
time had an Excess Leave program to enable
Naval officers to fulfill their commitment as
medical doctors.
Stephen was assigned to the USS WASP which was
then deployed overseas. We applied as a couple
to medical school and were accepted individually
to some schools but the only school who took us
as a couple was Hahnemann. The application
asked if we had any children, which we did not
and I managed to schedule my interview after the
birth of our first child Jeniffer, at Boston’s Chelsea
Naval Hospital. Despite having received approval
up the chain of command to go to medical school
we heard nothing until the end of August. When
inquiry was made as to the delay in his release for
medical school, we were notified that the program
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had been terminated.
This necessitated
communication to
President Johnson who
then referred us to the
Secretary of the Navy
who released him from
active duty. During the
separation processing,
Stephen had to report
to the Philadelphia
Naval Shipyard daily
after anatomy class for
six months.
We both did our medical internships at
Hahnemann and were accepted into the residency
programs at Hahnemann. Stephen realized his
main interest was in obstetrics and gynecology and
while an intern, was given a call from Emmanuel
Friedman, MD, PhD, the father of modern
obstetrics with an offer of a four-year program. He
joined HCHP and eventually became Planwide
chief of obstetrics and gynecology for 18 health
centers with an office at Brigham and Women’s
Hospital. Stephen’s other interest was innovative
fibroid embolization and he and Dr. Ducksoo Kim
performed over 3,000 fibroid embolizations as an
alternative to major surgery.

CLASSES OF 1972

I followed Steve to Boston and was given a
residency in internal medicine at Carney Hospital.
While at Carney, I met Dr. Jack Mitus, chief
of hematology at Carney who had also worked
with Dr. Dameshek and who was responsible for
research on hairy cell leukemia. He took me on as a
fellow and I became boarded in both IM and Heme.
I was accepted for an oncology fellowship but took a
temporary position at a neighborhood health center
and never left. Most of my clinical work has been
in internal medicine. While at Neponset Health
Center, I set up and was medical director of a PACE
program for Boston while maintaining my schedule
at Neponset HC. I have received numerous awards
from Caeney Hospital – Seton Award, etc.
We have three children, Jeniffer who went through
medical school with us and is now a dentist in
Connecticut, having graduated from Penn Dental,
and Heidi and Jesse both of whom have graduated
from Hahnemann/Drexel and are ER docs in New
York. Drexel Med has covered both Heidi and
Jesse’s careers in past publications. We have two
grandchildren, Steevie and Jo-Jo.
We both have MD/MPH degrees from Harvard
in Health Policy and Management. Stephen is
a FACOG.
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Richard Bishop
MD MEDICINE 1972

Hahnemann, where I learned the science and
compassion of medicine. Hahnemann, where I
found the magic of love.
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Michael Bolognese
MD MEDICINE 1972

At age 10, I thought I wanted either the ministry or
medicine. My mother bought me a doctor bag and
the rest is history. I attended Albright College and
was an anatomy lab instructor at the University of
Maryland and got my MS at Villanova University.
Orientation was great- the first time I ever had caviar.
I was friends with Clay Barclay and Carl Citron.
I found pharmacology interesting and did well and
Dr. DiGregorio was excellent.
My best experiences were at PGH with excellent
exposure to patient care. I feel physical diagnosis
and the dedication of our teachers was phenomenal.
I know medicine has changed but “Give me those
good old days when a doctor examined and spent
time with patients.”
Dr. Fink was excellent. So many Drs. at
Hahnemann influenced me. I feel we had the best
experiences and our class I see has done extremely
well professionally.

I am a fellow of the Association of Clinical
Endocrinology and the Endocrine Society.
I retired but still review articles for major journals
and lecture. I have two daughters who have done well
with one in medical research. I look forward to seeing
the other alumni and reading their biographies.

I did my internship at the University of California,
Irvine, residencies at Allentown Hospital and UCI and
endocrinology at Maricopa County Hospital and UCI.
I came to Washington D.C. and started an
endocrine practice doing studies on diabetes, lipids
and osteoporosis with over 100 papers published.
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Virginia Ettinger Hall
MD MEDICINE 1972

Hahnemann gave me the start that allows me to
combine science, reason and humanity. Medical
training as an internist and later as an obstetrician
and gynecologist allowed deep understanding
of the chasms between cognitive and procedural
specialties. I am board certified in both internal
medicine and obstetrics and gynecology. I am a
fellow of the American College of Obstetricians
and Gynecologists and was elected a fellow of the
American College of Physicians and of the College
of Physicians of Philadelphia.
I became the first woman chief resident in internal
medicine at Harrisburg Hospital. My first attending
job was advertised in the New England Journal
of Medicine. I became the first medical director of
Harrisburg Hospital’s outpatient Medical Services
Center. When I left to do my second residency, the
hospital hired two people to fill my position. After
the ob/gyn residency, I returned to Harrisburg in
a teaching hospital position where we served the
poor as well as others in a small private practice.
Hospital reorganization prompted me to go into
independent private practice where I eventually
partnered with two nurse practitioners. Looking
at finances I sold my practice to Hershey Medical
Center. I served as an associate professor of
obstetrics and gynecology until my 2018 retirement.

I continue to care for patients in free clinic setting.
Giving back has been key throughout my career. The
Foundation of the Pennsylvania Medical Society
provided a first-year full tuition scholarship. I
now am chair of that foundation which oversees
medical student scholarships and loans as well as the
Physician Health Program and LifeGuard. I taught
in India annually at the Christian Medical CollegeLudhiana until COVID-19 interrupted. I served
as Pennsylvania delegate to the American Medical
Association and authored legislation prohibiting
insurance companies from demanding refunds for
alleged upcoding while ignoring the undercodes.
I have been privileged to marry John 51 years ago
and become mother to Melanie and Jonathan and
grandmother to Evan. Thank you, Hahnemann.
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Harry Hirsch
MD MEDICINE 1972

After graduation, I did a residency in pediatrics
at St. Christopher’s Hospital for Children in
Philadephia, and in the third year served as chief
resident. During this time, I met and married
Sharon and this year we celebrated 47 years of our
wonderful marriage.
During a fellowship in pediatric endocrinology
at Boston Childrens Medical Center, I published
the first report demonstrating that suppressing
insulin secretion by somatostatin infusion
effectively treats persistent hypoglycemia of
infancy (NEJM, 1977). These results provided
the basis for medical treatment of infantile
hypoglycemia with somatostatin analogues (as an
alternative to pancreatectomy).
In 1979, Sharon and I moved to Israel with our
daughter and son, and our family grew with the
birth of two more boys in Israel. Sharon taught
English at the Hebrew University and now
continues working at editing academic texts. All of
our children are married and live in Israel, and we
are blessed with 17 grandchildren.

Subsequent to our
study of a subcutaneous
histrelin implant for
treatment of precocious
puberty (Pediatrics,
2005), the histrelin
implant received FDA
approval and has
become the standard of
care for treating central
precocious puberty in
the USA.
I continue working in my office and at Shaare
Zedek where my current focus is on endocrine
aspects of Prader-Willi syndrome. My CV includes
over 100 publications including original research
articles and abstracts. I have given invited lectures
at locations ranging from Seattle to Shanghai.
I am grateful for the education I received at
Hahnemann which has enabled me to pursue a
gratifying career in patient care and clinical research.

At the Shaare Zedek Medical Center in Jerusalem
I have been able to combine patient care, teaching
and clinical research. I founded an international
journal, The Journal of Pediatric Endocrinology,
served as the editor-in-chief for seven years and coauthored a book, “Genetics for Endocrinologists.”
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Warren Israel
MD MEDICINE 1972

I was set for life when I left HMC. I met my lovely
wife as a blind date for a rugby party, to follow my
playing in a rugby match for the HMC team.
After a brief ill-advised stay at Baylor, I came back
east to Baltimore, Maryland where I helped create
a 60-doc cardiology group with our own surgeons.
I had my MI in 1999, but only arrested three times.
I stopped working due to Covid on 6/30/20 (not
unhappily). We have two amazing children married
to two amazing spouses and, of course, four
incomparable superior grandchildren.
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Drexel
College of
Medicine

Louis Kandl
MD MEDICINE 1972

The American song writer, Woodie Guthrie, on looking
back on his life, concluded: “Of all the people that he owed,
and all those they owed from their past- that is ALL that I
have”. From my memory 50 years later, I acknowledge this
debt, and offer my heartfelt “THANK YOU” to:
• Dr. Lemmon who accepted me to Hahnemann.
• Dr. Joseph DiPalma who said “Drugs are not candy
you give patients.”
• Dr. George Lewis who delivered our daughter Aimee
(never received a bill) and told us how he treated a
pneumothorax with a glove and syringe in WWII.
• Dean Hugh Bennett who came to PGH at 2 AM to
endoscope our GI bleeder.
• Dean Cameron who said “All doctors should have
interests outside of medicine.”
• All the physicians, residents, interns, nurses who
taught us procedures, educated us, held our hands,
and said “Just do it.”
• The thoughtful woman who donated her body so
we could learn anatomy. I will always remember her
delicate hands and fingers.
• Dr. Oaks who walked as fast and worked just as hard
for all patients.

Training after
Hahnemann: Internship/
pulmonary University
Maryland Hospital two
years, residency and
infectious disease Mt.
Sinai Hospital/U Miami,
3 years. Boards in internal
medicine and geriatrics.
Work: ER Tallassee
Memorial Hospital 3
years, Director first EMT
system in Wakulla County, internal medicine/geriatrics,
30 years solo practice, medical examiner, Stanly County.
Hospitalist Wilkesboro NC and Hospitalist Navaho/Hopi
Reservation, Tuba City AZ, currently volunteer physician
Rowan Community Care Clinic.
Social History: Married, two children, Aimee and Joseph.
Biggest debt is to wife Judy, born in Manhattan, who has
at all times been supportive, mostly accepted living in
small town NC, and most of all, putting up with me.
Interests and Hobbies; Sailing, canoeing, flyfishing,
rhythm guitar and singing at bluegrass/folk music jams,
wandering, bird watching, reading. Model ship building,
woodworking, sketching, nature drawing, watercolor,
visiting art museums, enjoying the morning light, coffee,
and just being alive.

• Dr. Matsumoto whose words and face displayed
kindness and humility.
• All my fellow students, especially Al Pusnick,
companion night freight train hitchhiker, Harrisburg.
MEMORY BOOK
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Michael McGirr
MD MEDICINE 1972

I did my internship at Monmouth Medical Center
in internal medicine, then residency in emergency
medicine at the University of Chicago. I was an
oral board examiner for the American Board of
Emergency Medicine from 1980 to 2002.
I met Susan at the Hahnemann-sponsored mixer
the Friday evening before the start of freshman year
classes the following Monday. The Hahnemann
nursing students weren’t supposed to be there,
but she and some of her student friends attended
anyway! We were married a few weeks after I
graduated, so we will also be celebrating our 50th
anniversary this year.
Although I always thought I’d settle in the North
Jersey area, I found after finishing residency that
the best job offers came from the Chicagoland
area. So that’s where we settled. I worked in a busy
urban/suburban trauma center. We have four
children (oldest daughter is MD, FACEP) and nine
grandkids. Best wishes to all the members of the
class of 1972!
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Edward Nardell
MD MEDICINE 1972

Eschewing humility for now, mine has been
an extraordinary life, both personally and
professionally. I married a remarkable woman,
Madeline Crivello, another physician, and we had
two great kids who also live in the Boston area, with
two grandchildren so far. But, at age 40, Madeline
had a devastating cancer diagnosis. With heroic
treatment and great courage, against all odds she
lived 19 years. Sadly, our marriage didn’t last quite
that long. After a seven-year relationship with
another wonderful woman, with the blessings of
my kids, I am now out as gay, and in an amazing
relationship with Doug Still, a consulting arborist
in nearby Providence.
Most of my career has been as an academic
pulmonologist and global health physician in the
Harvard teaching hospitals. I have been blessed with
great mentors along the way, beginning by hiring as
a TB outreach worker the young Paul Farmer just
before he started medical school. Until his recent
untimely passing, he was my chief in the Brigham
& Woman’s Global Health Division. Previously, I
directed TB Control for Massachusetts, but with
Paul’s NGO, Partners In Health, my career shifted to
an international TB focus - including Peru, Siberia,
India and South Africa. My research on airborne
TB transmission and control has led me to a new
professional life in SARS-CoV-2 transmission
control. The first in my immediate family to attend

college, it was gratifying
to reach the rank of
full professor at both
Harvard Medical
School and School of
Public Health. I have
just received a Lifetime
Achievement Award for
my TB work.
Five years ago I began
singing solo cabaret
in Boston, and for my
75th birthday performed a one-hour cabaret show,
“Here’s to Life” in a fully-booked Boston piano bar,
to be repeated this summer in Provincetown at the
annual Cabaret Fest.
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Dennis Novack
MD MEDICINE 1972

I’ve spent my career in academic medicine, teaching
and practicing internal medicine, and physicianpatient communication. After my IM residency
at Bryn Mawr Hospital, my wife, Jan, and I
went around the world for a year, travelling and
volunteering in hospitals and clinics in Kenya, India
and Taiwan.
Then, a two-year fellowship in psychosomatic
medicine at the University of Rochester with
George Engel and his faculty. We did a brief stint
at the University of Virginia, where Jan went
to law school and I practiced and taught in the
general internal medicine residency, then to Brown
University for 12 years, then back home to Philly.
In 1993, I landed a job at the Medical College
of Pennsylvania as the director of Clinical Skills
Teaching and Assessment, a position I still
hold. MCP quickly became MCP-Hahnemann
of Allegheny University, then Allegheny went
bankrupt, then MCP hospital went bankrupt, the
school became Drexel, and recently Hahnemann
Hospital went bankrupt, my medical practice
dissolved, and I retired from clinical practice. It’s
been a wild ride! But overall, a pretty satisfying
career. I loved practicing medicine, teaching med
students and residents, and doing educational
research. I feel fortunate.
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I have a great family, terrific children and
grandchildren, and for the last 35 years I’ve led
rock and roll bands with mostly med students and
occasional residents. We play at annual school
fundraisers for pediatric AIDS and it has been
amazing fun. Check us out at
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7F2_D5NQHQ&list=RD7F2_D5N-QHQ&start_radio=1
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Robert Pendrak
MD MEDICINE 1972

It’s been an amazing and wonderful 50 years
since 1972. First was an adventure in private
practice in internal medicine. Then a change
having executive positions with various health and
medical malpractice insurance companies. My real
professional love was getting my master’s degree
with an emphasis in clinical risk management
doing lectures in over 50 states and France. One
of my professional highs was doing a lecture at Le
Sorbonne and doing Grand Rounds at the George
Pompidou hospital in Paris.
The best part, however, was spending time with my
wife Jacqueline and my children, Brian with his
wife Bridget and their children William and Ellen,
and Erica and her husband Christopher and their
children, Griffen and Addison.
Thank you, Hahnemann.
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Michael Robinson
MD MEDICINE 1972

During my freshman year at Hahnemann, I enjoyed
living on Summer Street, rolling out of bed to grab
a coffee and danish and head to class. Saturday
nights in anatomy lab at the mortuary with future
wife (to show her what I did). She didn’t like the
cadavers hanging in the cooler but married me
anyway. We enjoyed Center City Philadelphia, roast
beef sandwiches at Pop Edwards and walks to Boat
House Row along the Schuylkill River and to the
Philadelphia Museum of Art.
After finishing a medical internship at Maine
Medical Center in 1973, I served as the U.S. Army
2nd Division flight surgeon in Korea. I returned to
Philadelphia in 1976 for an emergency medicine
residency under Dr. David Wagner at the Medical
College of Pennsylvania. In 1981, we were in the
2nd class to be certified in the newest specialty of
emergency medicine. I spent 33 years in emergency
medicine as an attending physician and later as
director of emergency departments in WV and NY,
finishing as staff in 2008.

With my 2nd wife
Kathanne, we
have enjoyed six
grandchildren, tent
camping, ocean and
river kayaking, bicycle
tours throughout
the U.S., Canada,
Spain, France,
Belgium, Holland,
Ireland, Croatia, Italy,
Germany, Austria and
Switzerland. We have
transitioned to e-bikes
which enable us to
keep up with younger riders. We also enjoy playing
tennis year round in NY and Naples in the winter.
I am eager to return for our 50th reunion and see
classmates from long ago.

Over the past 16 years I have achieved certification
in Wound Healing Medicine and Hyperbaric
Oxygen Therapy and worked part-time in the WHC
at the Glens Falls Hospital in Glens Falls, NY. I am
still active on a per diem basis.
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Bill Sivitz
MD MEDICINE 1972

Bad memory: Struggling to learn anatomy. Good
memory: Passing anatomy.
Glad to see the development of DU and the large
yearly incoming classes of students. I am an
endocrinologist still active at the University of Iowa
for the past 35 years.
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Chris Thomas
MD MEDICINE 1972

Orientation Day in Klahr Auditorium --- I felt at
home gross anatomy --- I had no patience and no
aptitude for dissection. Dave Tinkelman seemed
all too happy to dissect without me. Mary Jane
Showers’ lectures --- machine gun delivery. She
gave us our first written exam. I failed it. Bruce
Demchick’s imitation of MJS --- I still hear him
painstakingly articulate each syllable of medial
longitudinal fasciculus. I loved Bruce and his wit. It
was tragic to lose him.
Bruce Tapper --- courageous. Those weeks at a time
that he had to use a cane. He never complained,
never lamented. Bob Teears --- sat on my left
during our 2 years of preclinical lectures. Confident,
smart and funny. He taught me about St. Joe’s and
about Tastykakes. The #34 Baltimore Ave trolley
from West Philly. Sol’s Deli Horn and Hardart’s.
Robert Alteveer --- charismatic, inspiring.
Alexander Gerow --- morphine receptors; brought
pharmacology to life. Charlie Schwartz --- lectured
with his eyes shut tight.
Paul Fink --- wry knowing smile, insightful. Wilbur
Oaks --- his humanity pervaded Hahnemann.
The bookstore --- agonizing decisions: Littman
stethoscope or Sprague Rappaport. Harrison’s
Internal Medicine or Cecil and Loeb. My first spinal
tap. Riding the Hahnemann bus to the Moratorium
March in DC --- with Charlotte and our best man
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David Echnoz. Marrying Charlotte that August
--- We lived apart the first year; Charlotte in
NYC finishing Cornell nursing. PGH --- It got
so hot once that Dave Major actually took his
coat off during teaching rounds. Great first-hand
experience. RIP PGH. Match Day --- we all went
back to the lecture hall and automatically took our
same seats as before. Hahnemann Hospital --- You
live in my heart.
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Frank Weirman
MD MEDICINE 1972

I thank Dr. Van Dyke, anatomy professor, for directing
me to my new life in Christ. My fond memories of
students -- Bob Wagner and Gene Zenone.
We have lived most of my practice life in Lincoln,
NE, from which we traveled to South Asia to
Memorial Christian Hospital where we served
three 3 to 6-month-long short term stints and
then 15+ years in the same hospital till 2013. Since
then, we have served in Southern Ukraine, Togo
and the Gambia.
Hope that you will know the meaning of life.
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Rhoda Sue Weisburg
MD MEDICINE 1972

I was voted into AOA in 1972, my senior year at
Hahnemann. The dinner to honor the inductees
was held at the Union Club. It was rumored that
the Union Club was chosen because a Hahnemann
board member was able to get the dinner at a
reduced rate. The Union Club did not admit
women. I was not allowed to use the main entrance.
I had to use the employees’ entrance. In protest,
Tom Gindhart, a fellow classmate, accompanied me
in. I have always been ashamed that I did not object
more to this.
I no longer accept such insults passively. I am proud
of the fact that I was once fired as an ER director
when I called the hospital CEO an “f-ing a-hole”
-- which he WAS! And I still hate the Union Club
even though they now accept women along with
their membership fees.
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Woman’s Medical
College/Medical College
of Pennsylvania

Eva Balash-Deutsch
MD MEDICINE 1972

I enrolled at Woman’s Medical College, planning
to become a pediatrician, but didn’t enjoy my peds
rotations. My internship was in internal medicine,
at the Boston VA Hospital, but I didn’t like internal
medicine, either - too frustrating! I had a great
experience following the dermatology team around
whenever they came to my unit to consult and
thought that might be my path. I was fortunate
to be accepted into a dermatology residency in
Boston, then opened a private/academic practice at
a very caring local community/teaching hospital,
then called (“The Friendly”) Faulkner Hospital,
where I spent the next 45 years, practicing general
dermatology (adults and peds), teaching medical
residents and students. This was clearly a great
choice for me, and I enjoyed caring for generations
of patients, who felt like friends.

My husband Eugene
Deutsch and I have been
married for 42 years;
he’s a civil engineer,
not quite ready to
retire. We’ve raised two
daughters. We have
one grandson, who is
6; fortunately, he lives
a short drive away.
We have been living
in “this old house” for
34 years, repairing and renovating along the way;
we enjoy gardening and travel, though less travel in
Covid times. I’ve always liked to cook, and recently
branched out into Mediterranean food, and baking.

I was also part of the volunteer teaching faculty of
both Boston Medical Center and Tufts University
Medical Center Dermatology departments.
I joined the Brigham Dermatology Department in
2013 for the last 8 years of my career, based at the
now Brigham Faulkner Hospital, before retiring in
2021. (Remember when the coed medical schools
didn’t accept women, saying we would not practice
but leave to have babies?) I am grateful that WMC
gave me the opportunity to do what I so enjoyed for
so many years.
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Frances Batzer Baylson
MD MEDICINE 1972

Ours the last class to graduate from Woman’s Medical
College before name change (and class composition).
Practice Plan: Taking care of women with all the
reproductive ramifications first priority - before the
critical Roe vs. Wade 1963 Supreme Court decision.
Reproductive endocrinologist - one of the
first women in the newly-created obstetrics
and gynecology specialty – clinical professor of
obstetrics and gynecology.
Continued reproductive freedoms advocate work
with local and national Planned Parenthood.
Master’s in bioethics under Arthur Caplan PHD
at U of P.
Passion for fine art - collected all the illustrated/
written books by Henri Matisse, donated to the
Morgan Library exhibit: Matisse: A Graphic Passion.
Married with three wonderful children, their
families of six 6 grandchildren, all local!
One of the greatest pleasures: being asked by my
daughter to help her and her friends study for their
written and oral ob/gyn board exams.
Daughter now a fourth-generation ob/gyn in family,
practicing frontline at Pennsylvania Hospital
through the pandemic.
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Ida Biddle-Mayer
RN NURSING 1972

The Class of 1972 entered Woman’s Medical College
of Pennsylvania School of Nursing in August 1969.
We received an excellent education and guidance
to progress through our rigorous program. We
graduated from the program which had been
renamed Medical College of Pennsylvania School of
Nursing in May 1972. I am proud of our legacy, for
the Drexel University School of Nursing and for the
continuing excellence in nursing education.
I still practice as a registered nurse and clinical
nursing educator in New Jersey. I enjoy an active
professional life including leadership roles in
several nursing and service organizations. I enjoy
keeping in touch with other legacy graduates
through our annual meet ups. We support the
Margaret Aiken Endowed Nursing Scholarship to
assist other Drexel nursing students.
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Drexel
College of
Medicine

Barbara Bradford Specter
MD MEDICINE 1972

50 years go by swiftly. I still hear Dean Mary
Ellen Hartman stating, “We admit no student we
don’t expect to graduate.” So here we are, as she
predicted, the 120th graduating class of Woman’s
Medical College of Pennsylvania and the 1st class of
the Medical College of Pennsylvania.
We traveled many different roads. My journey
included two residencies and double boards in
pediatrics and radiology. My career was in academic
medicine as a clinician and teacher in pediatric
radiology. This career allowed me to work with
the children I loved and encourage and inspire
our future generations of physicians at Medical
University of South Carolina, University of Miami,
University of North Carolina and retiring from
Wake Forest University.
I met and married my husband, David in Miami,
FL, I inherited two wonderful daughters, Melanie
and Lisa and now have five grandchildren. A longtime friendship with a fellow classmate, Barbara
Hancock Rumberger continues with her and her
family. I have been blessed in my lifetime and thank
our medical school for preparing me for the career I
will always love.
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Sheryl Buckley
MD MEDICINE 1972

After graduating from MCP I returned to my
hometown, Cleveland, OH, and did an internship in
general medicine and a residency in anesthesiology
at the Cleveland Clinic. I joined the clinic staff and
practiced there from 1976 until 1982 as head of
anesthesia for the Department of Vascular Surgery.
When I was appointed to the staff, I was only the
12th woman to ever have been appointed to the
professional staff.

I co-authored two anthologies as part of a series on
works in biomedical humanities published by the
Kent State University Press. At the suggestion of my
pastor, I wrote “Mortal Dilemmas: What You Need
to Know About Dying BEFORE You Are Dying,”
a book based on my ethics committee experiences,
written for the general public. In retirement, I was
able to devote more time to my church where I
serve as an elder and sing in the choir.

In 1982, I was recruited to St. Luke’s Hospital in
Cleveland, a 575-bed community teaching hospital
for Case Western Reserve Medical School as its
first female department director. I remained there
until St. Luke’s was bought and closed in 1993.
Then I founded and ran a free-standing ambulatory
surgery Center for St. Vincent Charity Hospital
from 1993 until 1999 when it was bought out by
a group of surgeons. I returned to hospital-based
anesthesiology until I retired.
Because of my undergraduate major in philosophy,
I was tapped to lead ethics committees in three
different institutions. I became a trustee of Hiram
College, my alma mater, in 1989, serving as a trustee
until 2017, and became involved in teaching in a
biomedical humanities program there. In 1999 I also
received a master’s degree in administrative medicine
from the University of Wisconsin at Madison.
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Eileen Cannon Coupe
RN NURSING 1972
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Joan Enoch
MD MEDICINE 1972

Hello my younger classmates. I so sorry I can’t
join you for our 50th reunion. I’m no longer
justjoanthegypsy. I live on the Olympic Peninsula of
Washington state.
I retired for good from working in mental health
centers in different places at 76. I enjoyed my career
in psychiatry and psychoanalysis. My two sons,
youngsters when I was in medical school, are now
almost 60. I’d love to visit with you in Sequim, or
by Zoom. “Those were the days, my friends, we
thought they’d never end…”
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Wilma Krause Brucker
MD MEDICINE 1972

I feel that I was very fortunate that in 1968, Dean
Mary Ellen Hartman believed in me and helped me
to get accepted to Women’s Medical College.
There I received an excellent education while
among a class of dedicated women and then men,
who joined us in 1970. We had a great class full of
students very supportive of one another. We had
fun together, too.
Women back then had to knock on many doors
in order to achieve their professional dreams. I
became an ophthalmologist and mainly worked
for the Veterans Administration Medical Center
in Wilkes Barre, Pennsylvania where I had
the privilege of helping to train Hahnemann
ophthalmology residents for many, many, many
years. I learned to have great respect for our
veterans and enjoyed being their doctor.
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Victoria Kurtz Coleman
RN NURSING 1972

A few class members have gotten together annually.
During the pandemic it’s mainly been by zoom.
Several are also celebrating 50 years of marriage.
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Meriel Lee Wu
MD MEDICINE 1972

The first two decades after receiving my medical
degree were spent building a private ophthalmology
practice in Pasadena, California. I joined an
established ophthalmologist in town and
together we founded the Pasadena Eye Medical
Group, which became one of the largest general
ophthalmology practices in the area.
Ophthalmology provided advances in surgical
techniques, laser usage and pharmacological
advances that kept the specialty progressive and
exciting. I served as chief of the Ophthalmology
Department of the Huntington Memorial Hospital
and the former St. Luke Hospital in Pasadena as
well as served on a number of QA committees.
My husband pursued his career as a business
consultant, venture capitalist and then running
his own company while we continued to raise our
three daughters. We were early examples of the
two-career, two-city family in the ’80s and ’90’s as
he worked many years out of San Francisco while I
stayed with the family and my practice in Pasadena.
I served on two private school boards to be involved
with my children’s education and to know our
community on a different level and served on the
board of the Research Study Club, the oldest EENT
society in So. California.

Once we were “empty nesters” and my husband
worked closer to home, we had greater freedom
to travel. I have been blessed to have a life-long
companion and husband for over 55 years, a
successful career in ophthalmology for over 45 years,
and the joy of raising a family (and the enjoyment
of six grandchildren.) We have traveled extensively
and have flown, sailed, skied, dived, swam, biked,
and hiked in many beautiful and interesting places.
I retired from my medical practice during the Covid
pandemic in the fall of 2020 and am eager to see
what a new chapter in my life has to offer. We moved
from Pasadena, CA to the Pacific northwest and are
enjoying a more rural setting.
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Susan Maturlo
MD MEDICINE 1972

After Woman’s Medical College I started my
internship at St. Vincent’s Hospital in New York
City’s Greenwich Village. This led me to a fellowship
in adolescent medicine at Montefiore Hospital. I
earned the responsibility of running the medical
clinic at Rikers Island in their newly-built facility
for young men. I completed an endocrinology
fellowship — following the path of Dr. Bartuska. My
mother was diagnosed with lung cancer requiring
me to make weekly visits to Long Island where I
met my first husband Mike Brescia. Soon, I left
NYC (which I never thought possible) and moved to
Sherman, Connecticut, where I worked with Anne
Mauks and Cathy Mauks.

In 2013 I moved to
Salt Lake City to make
a new life. Drexel
College of Medicine and
Hamilton College sent
a travel flyer to visit
Cuba with Ahi Travel
in March 2015 with
other college alumni.
I went alone and met
a wonderful man
named Charles Dowd
from Lake Tahoe. Our
magical trip resulted in marriage six months later!

At a conference, an endocrinologist offered me a
job in Espanola, New Mexico. Certainly this was a
change from solo practice in a pristine community
in Connecticut. I was made medical director of a
new clinic and was admitting patients for acute
medical intensive care plus working with a rural
diabetes educational program.

I retired in 2019 to enjoy my new life with Charlie
in Lake Tahoe. My life consists of peer reviews for
the Medical Board, running a grief companion
group and following my passion of weaving.

I began working in a private multi-specialty group
Central Utah Clinic in Provo with a very wellorganized group of Mormon physicians for 15 years.
Unfortunately, my husband died of pancreatic
cancer in 2008.
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I thank Woman’s Medical College for a wonderful
ride in the medical field as I have loved my career
in all its flavors. I dreamed of being a doctor since
childhood and our college helped make it happen for
women who came from a family that could provide
no financial support. As an alumna, I hope I have
helped others to fulfill their dreams in return.
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Anne Mauks-Koepke
MD MEDICINE 1972

It is appalling how impersonal and fragmented
medical care has become in the past forty years.
There has been an erosion of the doctor-patient
relationship mainly because physicians have been
pushed to spend less time communicating and
more time doing documentation on a computer.
This is for the purpose of generating data that
will increase reimbursement. Gone are the days of
empathy, kindness, respect and genuine concern for
the physical and spiritual wellbeing of the patient.
As a general internist, I practiced medicine for 35
years, and was fortunate to work with my sister
Kathleen Mauks, MD (WMCP ’69) also an internist.
My husband Uwe Koepke PhD, MD (MCP ’77), a
pediatrician, joined us and became our managing
partner. We had a multicultural, inclusive practice
of many immigrants, like ourselves. We reached out
to them here in SW Connecticut. Together, we spoke
Hungarian, Spanish, German and some Portuguese.
Our Asian and African/Caribbean patients came
with family translators. We never turned anyone
away for lack of insurance or Medicaid and still made
a decent income.

ethics were our guiding light. In 2012 I retired from
practice and since then have been involved with my
grandchildren. The love and care of my mother for
my own kids inspired me to do the same for them.
Without her help, I could not have worked full time.
Shortly before my retirement we created a Federally
Qualified Health Center with a non-profit partner,
where my sister still works.

I did not seek recognition by writing books or
giving lectures. My goal in life was to emulate
my father, Dr. Charles Mauks, who survived an
internship here in America at the age of 48. He
was our role model. His empathy, competence and
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Helen Meeks Horstmann
MD MEDICINE 1972

50 years have flown by since graduation. After
medical school I trained in orthopedic surgery at
Jefferson in Philadelphia as their very first woman
resident. After my residency and subsequent
fellowship at duPont/Nemours Hospital, I joined
the staff at Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia
where I practiced through my career. I also
practiced at Medical College of Pennsylvania for
more than 20 years as it transitioned, merged
and eventually became Drexel University College
of Medicine. After MCP Hospital closed, I joined
the staff at the Hospital of the University of
Pennsylvania and later to close the circle finished
out my career at CHOP.
That’s the broad outline.
Along the way, I married John in 1976 and we had
six daughters who are now all married and have
produced a crop of grandchildren, five girls, six boys
with one more boy expected in June (during the
Flower Show).
I co-authored a book, “Orthopaedic Management
of Cerebral Palsy,” a true labor of love at 425 clinical
pages. On the national and international front, I
have served as president of the American Academy
of Cerebral Palsy and Developmental Medicine
as well as the Ruth Jackson Orthopaedic Society,
the American women’s orthopaedic surgeon’s
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group. I have also been on editorial boards for
medical journals: Developmental Medicine and
Child Neurology and Foot & Ankle International. I
have also served on multiple educational and civic
boards that include Villanova University, Rosemont
College and Sacred Heart Academy.
To channel my gardening passion, I am currently
on the board of the Pennsylvania Horticultural
Society. I am the current chair of the Philadelphia
Flower Show which will take place outdoors in midJune in South Philadelphia. Come back to Philly
and join me there.
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Trina Menden Anglin
MD MEDICINE 1972

A treasured memory of our commencement ceremony
was meeting the pioneering women who had graduated
from WMCP 50 years previously. Learning how they had
overcome the challenges of practicing medicine at a time
when few women were physicians awed and inspired me.
Following my pediatric residency (Cornell UMC/NY
Hospital), I embarked on a fellowship in ambulatory
pediatrics under the auspices of the RWJF Clinical
Scholar Program at Case Western Reserve University
(CWRU) in Cleveland. I developed clinical skills in
adolescent medicine, learned about health services
research, and studied sociology to strengthen my
research skills – it took eight years to obtain my PhD.
I remained in Cleveland for 17 years as a member
of CWRU’s pediatric faculty. During this time
of professional growth, I focused on developing
a Division of Adolescent Medicine, the alpha
program for the care of sexually abused children
and adolescents, and relationships with community
organizations and agencies.
In 1992, I moved to Denver (U CO), attracted by
its excellent school-based health (SBH) centers and
close network of adolescent medicine specialists.
There, I realized that my commitment to improving
adolescent healthcare emanated from my enthusiasm
for public health.
I was fortunate to be selected by a U.S. DHHS agency
for a unique career position as a physician with expertise
in adolescent health. I joined HRSA’S Maternal and

Child Health Bureau in
1996 and remained as
its Adolescent Health
Branch Chief until I
retired in 2019. I applied
much of what I had
learned during my earlier
career to the development
of national programs
that fostered the health,
safety and well-being of
adolescents and young
adults and that advanced
SBH care and comprehensive school mental health
systems. Working on collaborative endeavors such as
Healthy People brought special satisfaction.
Throughout my career, I mentored young women health
professionals to honor the pioneering graduates of our
medical school. I contributed to the adolescent health
literature through publications and to the continuing
education of healthcare professionals through meeting
presentations. I also served as president of the Society
for Adolescent Health and Medicine.
My husband and I enjoy living in a house in the
woods. Activities I enjoy include nature walks,
plant photography, kayaking, music, reading,
writing and participating in adolescent and school
health collaboratives.
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Lynn Moskowitz DeLisi
MD MEDICINE 1972

I write this with enthusiasm and great appreciation
for the opportunity that I had so long ago to study
at Woman’s Medical College. In particular, if Mary
Ellen Hartman, the Dean of Students at the time
had not seen in me what she did and made it
possible for me to successfully complete medical
school, my life over the past 50 years would not
have been what it was. I am so very thankful to her.
Currently I am professor of psychiatry, Harvard
Medical School, and director of faculty affairs
at our Department of Psychiatry at Cambridge
Health Alliance. I am editor-in-chief of the
journal, Psychiatry Research and founder of the
Schizophrenia International Research Society and
International Society of Psychiatric Genetics. I have
dedicated my career to people with schizophrenia,
focused on research on the causes and predictors of
this illness and how to improve the quality of life of
those who suffer with it.
I managed in the course of those 50 years to
also have two wonderful children and four
grandchildren, all now pursuing their dreams. I
give back some time to my local community of
Lincoln, Massachusetts, as the vice chair of its
Planning Board. There is so much more I hope yet
to accomplish. Thanks goes to WMCP for making
my life what it has become.
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Linda Palone Roberts
MD MEDICINE MCP 1972

Our four years were years of changes for the
country, the Medical College, and certainly for us.
Woman’s Medical College of Pennsylvania became
the Medical College of Pennsylvania and graduated
the largest class up to that time which included the
first men! A woman applying to medical school
in 1968 knew that she had obstacles, but later she
learns what that word really means. One choice
was to continue at West Virginia University, where
I was an undergraduate, but the medical school
had a “woman quota” and an “out-of-state quota.”
The Woman’s Medical College provided me the
opportunity to fulfill my lifelong ambition. At
Woman’s we were normal, not the oddity.
We had faculty that were demanding, encouraging
and flexible. On an ICU rotation my junior year,
Dr. Boots Cooper said, “Of course you can have
the weekend off to get married Sunday. See
you Tuesday!” When my soldier husband was
transferring to Fort Bliss in El Paso, Texas for
Vietnamese language training before deploying
to Viet Nam, Dean Mary Ellen Hartman and Dr.
Donald Cooper approved my surgical and pediatric
rotations at the William Beaumont Army Hospital,
also in El Paso. We had many outstanding teachers,
such as Dr. Harry Gottlieb, whom we chose to hood
us at graduation.

My classmates were
very supportive and
encouraging every step
of the way.
After an internal
medicine residency,
and a critical care
fellowship, I practiced
emergency medicine for
a few years. Afterwards,
I assumed a retiring
internists practice
and continued in solo,
private practice and
geriatrics until retiring in 2016.
My husband, Jim and I enjoy travel, hiking,
canoeing, X-country skiing, ballet, ballroom dance
and political activities.
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Linda Pape
MD MEDICINE 1972

“Fond” memories of the formalin-filled air, despite
open windows in the anatomy lab during the warm
September days with Dr. Beasley, when one of our
classmates took home a hand for more detailed
study! A physical diagnosis demonstration in the
amphitheater of a cardiac exam by a visiting former
professor of Dr. Rubin and Dr. Kaye. The professor
asked our classmate Grace Baldwin “the blonde
bombshell in the front row” to come up and put
her hand on the patient’s chest to feel the “thrill” of
aortic insufficiency. The woman was uncovered and
given no explanation of what “thrill” meant. Several
of us were embarrassed, outraged and walked out.
The next day we were reprimanded for being rude
to the visitor. Occasional sexist asides were heard in
the classroom from professors, but were typical of
society at that time.
How things have changed over the past 50 years!
The most significant change has been in courses
which emphasize interaction with patients. Regular
practice with standardized patients allows them to
establish their skills both physical and psychosocial
and receive feedback from trained educators before
they meet patients. Medical education has changed,
but so has medicine itself, especially in my field. In
the 1970’s when a patient sustained a myocardial
infarction, all we could offer was bedrest for several
days, now patients receive stents and/or thrombolytic
therapy and go home in a day or two. Heart valve
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replacement was in its infancy in the 70’s with high
mortality, now we have transaortic valve replacement,
mitral valve repair, biologic valves not requiring
anticoagulation therapy and catheter-based stents for
aortic aneurysms. Miraculous changes!
I’ve been on the faculty at UMass Medical School
since 1979, as a noninvasive cardiologist and
professor of medicine, now emerita. My husband
David Dollenmayer is a retired German professor,
also Emeritus. Our daughter Kate lives in L.A. with
her partner, and our son Sam, in Brooklyn with his
wife and daughter, born February 2022.
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Queen
Lane
Campus

Donna Pruitt McCleary
MD MEDICINE 1972

Aloha, I am very grateful for the opportunity
to attend Woman’s Medical College. My degree
enabled me to provide care to many children on
Maui as a pediatrician and to make care available to
many others in Hawaii through administrative roles
with Kaiser Permanente for many years.
I especially want to thank Dr. Carol Cottrell who
believed in me and was instrumental in starting me
on my personal and professional life.
With fond aloha to all, Donna.
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Jane Reynolds Thayer
MD MEDICINE 1972

A summary of the last 50 years on one page. Wow!!
After graduation I completed a medical internship
at Albert Einstein Hospital in Philadelphia followed
by a two-year residency in pediatrics at Thomas
Jefferson University Hospital, also in Philadelphia.
On completion, I moved back to NYC for a
fellowship in neonatology at Albert Einstein Hospital
of Yeshiva University. After three years there, two as a
fellow and one as an attending, this Bronx girl moved
to the Deep South and Tulane University Hospital
in New Orleans where I stayed FOREVER! Jane
Reynolds (Thayer) MD is a Southerner!
During my time at Tulane, I had the opportunity
to see my specialty evolve with advances in
technology and chronic care for newborns. I loved
the students and the nurses and NNP’s and other
support staff that I had the privilege to work with.
It does “take a village.”
I fell in love with fabulous New Orleans, both the
job and a man. My wonderful husband, a professor
of urban planning and public administration at the
University of New Orleans was born and raised on
Long Island, and actually played baseball with one
of my cousins as a teen. But we had to be in New
Orleans to meet.

grandchildren later, we’re still here. Let the good
times roll!!
My best accomplishment is pictured. The Fab Four
and counting. (2 in D.C. not shown).

Thirty-eight years, three wonderful children
and four fabulous grandchildren and two step
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Marjorie Seltzer Stanek
MD MEDICINE 1972

The picture shows my children and grandchildren
at my grandson’s Bar Mitzvah, December 4, 2021. I
am still practicing cardiology.
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Anne Splete Peters
MD MEDICINE 1972

Coming to Philadelphia was a big adventure. I had
never lived in a major city. My protective mother
came to interview Clara Del Vechio, the woman
who rented an attic room to me and fellow student,
Pat Wesley. Clara came from a loud, noisy Italian
family and I found myself part of their Sunday
dinner crew. She would later move to Los Angeles
and become a California grandparent to my four
children. She was a real mentor for me as a young
mother and was always there for me.
My advisor, Doris Bartuska, also inspired me with
her energy and love of medicine. Her six children
would line up at the hospital entrance and wait for
her to walk home together every night. I was a guest
in her home several times and felt like I had another
family to bond with during the first two years.
Anita Barnes was a compassionate and inspiring
physician. She was chief of surgery at one of the
Philadelphia state prisons. She would often invite her
students to dinners at her home. She even agreed to
watch one of my classmates’ children for a weekend
so she could study for exams. This tiny woman with a
soft southern drawl impressed me with her capacity
to both take care of hardened criminals and also tend
to the childcare needs of her students. At one dinner
party, a neighborhood child came running in with a
bad laceration. She had a surgery kit in the kitchen
drawer and proceeded to sew the child up while she
continued cooking dinner.

Dr. Klinghoffer was
another memorable
professor who
supervised my first
history and physical.
She continued to send
encouraging notes
to me throughout
my years of practice
and remained a great
support until her death.
I’ve practiced general
internal medicine in Los Angeles for the last 47
years. I started working in the USC public health
clinics and eventually opened my own practice. I
helped develop the first curriculum for the UCLA
nurse practitioner graduate program where I’ve
been a clinical professor of primary care nursing
for over 40 years. I’m finally looking forward to
retirement this year but will be sad to say goodbye
to my students. George, my husband of 52 years has
been by my side supporting and encouraging me,
tolerating my long hours, and helping raise our four
wonderful children together.
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Nancy Stiles Curry
MD MEDICINE 1972

With outstanding faculty like Harry Gottlieb and
Betty Labovitz, my education at Women’s Medical
College was excellent and the pleasant camaraderie
with my classmates lightened the load. I’ll be
forever grateful for my acceptance.
Bob and I married after my first year and we will
celebrate our 53rd anniversary this August. I stayed
on at WMC for an internship year and one year of
residency in internal medicine before we moved
back to our hometown, Rochester, NY. After the
birth of our first child, Scott, I took a three-quarter
time job at a community health center. After a
year and a half of practice, I changed course and
pursued a radiology residency at the University
of Rochester. That specialty was a better fit, and I
was honored to be elected their first female chief
resident. My favorite imaging rotations were in
GU and GI. I was intrigued by newly developed
percutaneous procedures and the emerging imaging
modalities of ultrasound and CT. That interest led
to a Fellowship year in GU at UCLA.
Subsequently, I joined the faculty of the Medical
University of South Carolina (MUSC) as an
uroradiologist. In 1982 and 1984, Ryan and Laurel
were born and life became busier. With Bob pitching
in, I became a tenured professor with a secondary
appointment in urology, served as first female
president of the SC Radiologic Society and second
female President of the Society of Uroradiology.
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Son Scott is now an infectious disease specialist at
MUSC. He lives near us with his husband Bill who’s
a music teacher and their two boys (ages 9 and 11).
Ryan works as an engineer in Atlanta, GA. Laurel has
a doctoral degree in public health and lives with her
lawyer husband Daniel in Arlington, Virginia with our
almost three-year-old granddaughter. Life is good!
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Patricia Wesley
MD MEDICINE 1972

I was uneasy about leaving my NYC home to begin
medical school at Woman’s Medical College in
Philadelphia. However, even before matriculating, I
fortunately linked up with two fellow New Yorkers,
Cheryl Diamond and Lisa Luwisch. We eased each
other’s transition to our new environs and became
friends. Germantown, we’re on our way!

never surrenders its secrets easily. Those cadavers
did not surrender their anatomic reality easily to us,
either. They were hard but necessary taskmasters.
They were our first teachers. We thank them, now
and always. Godspeed!

I was also lucky to room with and become friends
with Anne Splete Peters, who was also my gross
anatomy lab partner. Anne, I am sure, well
understood the labyrinthine pathways of the cranial
nerves; spatially challenged as I am, I never did,
and never shall. Not in this life, anyway.
Another memory flashes in my mind now: the first
day of gross anatomy lab. Our class entered the lab
to see row upon row of plastic-shrouded cadavers
seeming to await our tentative dissections of their
elegantly structured, but dauntingly complex bodies.
It is no accident that the first patient a new medical
student sees or touches is already dead -- it is so by
pedagogical design. That experience teaches the
student humility, and respect for the contingency
of human life, despite all the remarkable benefits of
medicine the student will learn about later in clinical
training. Perhaps more than any other profession,
medicine reminds us of our embodiment, our
physical being. It teaches the Real. And the Real
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Friends We'll Miss

This list represents graduates of the Drexel University, Hahnemann and Woman’s Medical College/
Medical College of Pennsylvania of 1972 who our records indiate have passed away as of April 2022.
They are remembered fondly by their classmates, families and friends.

Drexel University

A
Carl Abramowicz
Donna Abramson
Daniel Agnew
Lennart Alfelt
Brian Ambruster
Mary Ament
Richard Andrejkovics
L. Appalucci
Gene Armatorio
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Vincent Benham

B

Mia Berlinsky Cyter
Bernice Berman
Geraldine Bernstein

Lorene Backlund Sagotsky

John Berry

William Baker

George Biggs

William Bancroft

Aaron Billups

John Barab

Tanya Binder

Donald Barici

Alan Bohl

Joseph Barr

William Bohnet

Thomas Barry

Louise Bornemann

Stephen Bartha

Beardwood

Paul Baylin

Robert Bortz

Richard Bell

Robert Botta

John Belt
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Robert Box

Richard Elliott

Coleman Boylan

Betty Emley Clark

Jeffrey Brown

D

Russell Even

Randall Brubaker
Kenneth Bubis

John Damiani

George Buck

Daniel Davidson

Viola Burg

Michael Davis

Richard Burns

Anthony De Nardo
Lee Decker

C
Thomas Carey
Robert Carr
Charles Carroll
Edward Chen
Keith Choate
Frederick Clark
Charles Clay
Robert Conroy
James Cooper
Brian Cooper
Irys Cottman

Rosario Eusebio

William Deihm
Robert Derr

F
M. Farnha Neufeld
Wayne Faux
Eric Feathers
Robert Feldeisen

Philip Devicci

Charles Fernald

Anthony Digneo

Robert Finger

Donald Dodszuweit

Hilda Fisher Ben-Ezra

John Donnelly
James Dotsey
John Drennen
Marianna Ducker

E
John Duddy
Eula Eaton-Stevenson

Douglas Fitts
Brian Ford
William Frantz
Gary Fritz

G
Louise Gaillard Anderson
Russell Gazzara

Dennis Cronin

Robert Edmands

Philip Giangiulio

Brian Cullinan

Deborah Edmunds Weaver

Gerald Gilbert

Dolores Czupick Groseck

Jeffrey Ehrlich

Louise Gillette
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Carole Gladfelter

Joseph Hopkins

Brenda Keller

Eugene Glysson

William Howells

Donald Keller

Robert Goncharsky

Daniel Hryb

James Kilgallen

Betty Granat Langsdorf

Michael Hudak

Barbara Knapp

James Granger

Noreen Hurley Gaston

Frances Knickerbocker

Cecily Grant Carmichael

John Knuttel

Harris Greenberg

Matthew Kokoska

Stanley Gryziec

I

Raymond Kovac
Michele Krahn

H

Peter Iacovoni

Francis Krohmer

Nicholas Itri

Dale Kulp
Benjamin Kuntz

Edna Hahn
Walter Hallinan

J

Bruce Harvey
Margery Hawe Connor

Otto Jefimenko

Louise Hawkins Sayles

Charles Johnson

Helen Hedrick

Dorothy Jones

L
Robert Lambert

Ianthe Henkels

Timothy Lang

Louis Hertz

Patrick Laphen

Joseph Heumann

K

Ruth Ann Laubach Focht
Harriet Laufe Davis

William Hoerst
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Margaret Kutner Turanski

James Hohenstein

Samuel Kades

Peter Lee

Robert Holladay

Frederick Kaelin

Mark Levine

Ernestine Hooker

Dorothy Kandl Lagunowich

Edith Lewis

John Hooper

James Kauffman

Frederick Lichtner
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Diana Lili Lin

F. Melcher

James Long

Khoren Melikian

John Lovett

Robert Mengert

Joseph Lowry

Charles Merriken

David Lukens

George Meyers

Stephen Pacitti

Shirley Lutz Lewis

A. Miller

Philip Palmer

Richard Miller

Richard Palmerchuck

Larry Millman

Lorle Patzau Wolfson

Theodore Miraski

Madeline Pearson

Everett Mumaw

Charles Perry

George Madar

James Murphy

Richard Pesot

Elizabeth Malany Krendel

Frank Myers

Lenore Phillips

M

P

Cesare Maraldo

Lorraine Picker

John Mariani

Jose Pina

Robert Marshall

N

Mary Louise Ponsell

Frederick Marz
George Mastricolo

Ronald Naylor

Nicholas Matteo

James Neville

William Matthews

Linn Newman

Maryann Matuszewski Baker
Guy McCormick
Paul McCorrison

Marion Pittner

O

Jane Prest

Q
Curtis Quaintance

Albert McDaniel
Jerry McFarland

Patrick O’Donnell

Ralph McGiboney

Takeo Orishimo

Joseph McGrath
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Joel Spiegel

R

S

William Stahl
William Steckiel
John Stewart

Judith Raidman

Paul Sabol

William Stewart

Lloyd Rankin

Sheila Sanowitz Leder

Robert Stratton

Robert Rapp

Peter Schaul

Phyllis Strutin Mardo

Robert Ready

Robert Schmukler

Anthony Swanchara

Andrew Redifer

Michael Schoenen

Robert Swanson

William Redka

Charles Seeburger

Edward Sweeney

Roger Reed

Frances Seligman Nobel

Richard Sweeney

Kurt Reiblich

Gary Shapiro

Constance Relthaar Shook

William Sheppard

William Rhine

Warren Sherlock

John Richards

Gordon Shillito

Harry Richards

Herman Siegel

Michael Taub

Paul Risdon

Nicholas Sileo

Sturks Taylor

Leigh Rittenhouse

Floyd Silver

Joanne Tear Schmidt

Harold Robinson

Robert Simpson

Hope Teller Schwab

Regina Rogosky

William Slater

John Thomas

Michael Roman

Dorothy Slothower Stout

Robert Thorpe

Jeffrey Roser

Thomas Snape

Peter Tolusis

Kenneth Rossi

Carl Sontgen

Edward Totten

Robert Rossi

Stephen Sparkes

James Tracy

Alphonso Rucinski

David Spence

Jo Ann Trama

R. Ryan

Charles Spencer

John Tucker
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T

V

Y

Frank Valence

Stanley Yankauskas

Donald Vaughan

Michael Yankovich

John Vencius

Hahnemann

B
Thomas Baker
Roy Berkowitz

Cynthia Vitunic
Joseph Volpe

C

W

Joan Chadwick

Edward Walsh

D

Frank Webb
James West
Richard Whittier

Kenneth Delafrange

Carl Wiedmann

Alan Domsky

Frederick Williams

Marcella Dugan

Walter Wojcik
Raymond Worrell

F

Stuart Worrell
Charles Wright
Francis Wunderle

Cheryl Farina-Grubb

Harry Wyland
Edward Wysocki
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G

M

Allen Gaisin

Edward McLaughlin

Bettina Garrett Nuding
John Gastaldo
Thomas Gindhart

0

Janice Goldman
Marion Goldman Shapiro

John O’Rangers

Diane Greene

H

S
Joel Sands

Dov Hammer

Lucy Schmidt
James Slovak

L

T

Stephen Losben
Mary Love Weisleder
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Woman’s Medical
College/Medical
College of
Pennsylvania

B
Grace Baldwin Doherty

C
Olivia Capers
Bobbi Chastain Hamilton

E
Lois Estok
Cherie Evans

F

K

S

Lee Finkelstein Berry

Anita Kaplan Bahn

Virginia Stellmacher

Judith Folkema

G

M

W
Laila Walji Alidina

Kay Graham Cole

Paula Maguire Duncan

Yvonne Grothey Wanbaugh

Catherine McCoy

H

O

Genevieve Winiarski

Y
Joann Yaskin Nevyas

Joan Hackett Lundeen

Susan O’Neill Dietsh

J

R

Judith Johnson Ramsdell

Jay Ripka
Victoria Romeo
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1972 In The News
JAN

MAR

•

U.S. President Richard Nixon orders the
development of a space shuttle program.

•

Super Bowl VI: The Dallas Cowboys
defeat the Miami Dolphins 24–3.

•

•

Japanese soldier Shoichi Yokoi is
discovered in Guam; After 28 years in
the jungle he becomes the third-to-last
Japanese soldier to surrender after WWII.

Shirley Chisholm, the first African
American Congresswoman, announces
her candidacy for President.

•

The Pioneer 10 spacecraft is launched
from Cape Kennedy, to be the first manmade satellite to leave the solar system.

•

Clifford Irving admits to a New York
court that he had fabricated Howard
Hughes’ “autobiography”.

•

The 92nd U.S. Congress votes to send
the proposed Equal Rights Amendment
to the states for ratification.

•

“The Godfather” is released in cinemas
in the United States.

FEB
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APR

•

Mariner 9 sends pictures from Mars.

•

Bob Douglas becomes the first African
American elected to the Basketball Hall
of Fame.

•

U.S. President Richard M. Nixon makes
an 8-day visit to the People’s Republic of
China and meets with Mao Zedong.

•

The U.S. and the Soviet Union
join some 70 nations
in signing
the Biological
Weapons
Convention, an
agreement to ban
biological warfare.
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•

•

•

The 44th Annual Academy Awards,
hosted by Helen Hayes, Alan King,
Sammy Davis Jr. and Jack Lemmon, is
held at Dorothy Chandler Pavilion in
Los Angeles.
Vietnam War – Nguyen Hue Offensive:
Prompted by the North Vietnamese
offensive, the United States resumes
bombing of Hanoi and Haiphong.
Boston Marathon officially allows
women to participate.

MAY
•

Okinawa is returned to Japan after 27
years of U.S. Military occupation.

•

The first financial derivatives exchange,
the International Monetary Market
(IMM), opens on the Chicago
Mercantile Exchange.

•

Richard Nixon and Leonid Brezhnev
sign the SALT I treaty in Moscow, as
well as the Anti-Ballistic Missile Treaty
and other agreements.

•

The first Watergate break-in attempt, the
“Ameritas dinner,” fails. A second breakin attempt later that month also fails.

•

Mark Donohue wins the Indianapolis
500 in the Penske Racing McLarenOffenhauser for the first time.

JUN
•

Sally Priesand becomes the first female
rabbi in the U.S.

•

The Environmental Protection Agency
bans the use of the pesticide DDT.

•

The first U.S. Libertarian Party
National Convention is held in
Denver, Colorado.

•

The United States returns Okinawa,
occupied and governed since the Battle
of Okinawa, to Japan.

•

Watergate scandal: U.S. President
Richard Nixon and White House chief of
staff H. R. Haldeman are taped talking

•

about using the C.I.A. to obstruct the
F.B.I.’s investigation into the Watergate
break-ins.

•

U.S. President Richard Nixon
announces that no new draftees will be
sent to Vietnam.

•

Furman v. Georgia: The Supreme Court
of the United States rules that the death
penalty is unconstitutional, converting
all death sentences to life imprisonment.
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JUL

AU G

•

U.S. actress Jane Fonda tours
North Vietnam, during which she
is photographed sitting on a North
Vietnamese anti-aircraft gun.

•

The Democratic National Convention
meets in Miami Beach. Senator
George McGovern, who backs the
immediate and complete withdrawal
of U.S. troops from South Vietnam, is
nominated for President. He names
fellow Senator Thomas Eagleton as his
running mate.

•

The Armstrong Air & Space Museum
is dedicated to honor Neil Armstrong,
first man on the Moon.

•

Comedian George Carlin is arrested
by Milwaukee, Wisconsin police
for public obscenity, for reciting his
“Seven Words You Can Never Say on
Television” at Summerfest.

•
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The United States launches Landsat 1,
the first Earth-resources satellite.

•

A huge solar flare (one of the largest ever
recorded) knocks out cable lines in U.S.
It begins with the appearance of sunspots
on August 2; an August 4 flare kicks off
high levels of activity until August.

•

The last U.S. ground troops are
withdrawn from Vietnam.

•

One hundred thousand people attended
the legendary Wattstax Black music
concert in the Los Angeles Memorial
Coliseum in California.

•

The Republican National Convention
in Miami Beach, Florida renominates
U.S. President Richard Nixon and Vice
President Spiro Agnew for a second term.

SEP
•

Bobby Fischer defeats Boris
Spassky in a chess match
at Reykjavík,
Iceland,
becoming the first
American chess
champion.
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•

The first episode of “The Price is
Right” is hosted on CBS by Bob
Barker. “Gambit” and “The Joker’s
Wild” also premiere.

OCT
•

•

•

R. Sargent Shriver is chosen to
replace Thomas Eagleton as the U.S.
vice-presidential nominee of the
Democratic Party.
Baker v. Nelson is decided in the
Minnesota Supreme Court, affirming
that state law preventing same-sex
marriage is constitutional.
Country singer Loretta Lynn makes
history becoming the first female ever
to win the Country Music Association’s
Entertainer of the Year Award.
Her signature song, “Coal Miner’s
Daughter,” is pivotal in earning her
this award.

•

The Oakland Athletics defeat the
Cincinnati Reds, 4 games to 3, to win
their sixth World Series title in baseball.

•

The first female FBI agents are hired.

N OV
•

U.S. presidential election: Republican
incumbent Richard Nixon defeats
Democratic Senator George
McGovern in a landslide (the election
had the lowest voter turnout since
1948, with only 55 percent of the
electorate voting).

•

HBO begins operating as a pay
television service.

•

Vietnam War – Vietnamization: The
United States Army turns over the
massive Long Binh military base to
South Vietnam.

•

The Dow Jones Industrial Average
closes above 1,000 (1,003.16) for the
first time.

•

Vietnam War: White House Press
Secretary Ron Ziegler tells the press
that there will be no more public
announcements concerning United
States troop withdrawals from
Vietnam because troop levels are now
down to 27,000.
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D EC
•

Eugene Cernan is the last person to walk
on the Moon, after he and Harrison
Schmitt complete the third and final
Extra-vehicular activity (EVA) of Apollo
17. This is the last manned mission to
the Moon of the 20th century.

•

A peace delegation that includes
singer-activist Joan Baez and human
rights attorney Telford Taylor visit
Hanoi to deliver Christmas mail to
American prisoners of war (they will
be caught in the Christmas bombing of
North Vietnam).

•

The Pittsburgh Steelers win their first
ever postseason NFL game, defeating
the Oakland Raiders 13–7, on a lastsecond play that becomes known as the
Immaculate Reception.

•

Swedish Prime minister Olof Palme
compares the American bombings of
North Vietnam to Nazi massacres.
The U.S. breaks diplomatic contact
with Sweden.

•

The Christmas bombing of North
Vietnam causes widespread criticism of
the U.S. and President Richard Nixon.

•

Former President Harry S. Truman dies
in Kansas City, Missouri.
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Billboard Top 10
Hot Songs of 1972
1

“THE FIRST
TIME EVER
I SAW YOU
R FACE”
BY ROBE
RTA FLA
CK
2
“ALONE AG
AIN (NATU
RALLY)”
BY GILBE
RT O’SU
LLIVAN
3
“AMERICA
N PIE”
BY DON
MCLEAN
4
“WITHOUT
YOU”
BY HARR
Y NILSSO
N
5
“THE CAND
Y MAN”
BY SAM
MY DAV
IS JR.
6
“I GOTCHA
”
BY JOE T
EX

7
8
9
10
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“LEAN ON
ME”
BY BILL W
ITHERS
“BABY, DO
N’T GET HO
OKED ON M
BY MAC
E”
DAVIS
“BRAND N
EW KEY”
BY MELA
NIE
“DADDY DO
N’T YOU W
ALK SO FA
BY WAY
ST”
NE NEW
TON
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27,600
EW HOUSE $
N
F
O
T
S
O
C
AVERAGE
11,800
AL INCOME $
U
N
N
A
E
G
A
R
AVE
$165
NTHLY RENT
AVERAGE MO
,800
NEW CAR $3
F
O
T
S
O
C
E
AVERAG
CENTS
N OF GAS 55
LO
L
A
G
A
F
COST O
TS
TAMP 8 CEN
S
E
G
TA
S
O
P
ES
UNITED STAT
T $1.75
MOVIE TICKE
45 CENTS
DOZEN EGGS
MILK $1.20
GALLON OF

Academy
Awards

Living
Costs

GENE HAC
KMAN WO
N BEST AC
“THE FRE
TOR IN
NCH CO
NNECTIO
N”
BEN JOHN
SON WON
BEST SUPP
ORTING AC
“THE LA
TOR IN
ST PICTU
RE SHOW
”
JANE FON
DA WON B
EST ACTRE
SS IN
“KLUTE”
CLORIS LE
ACHMAN W
ON BEST S
UPPORTIN
“THE LA
G ACTRESS
ST PICTU
IN
RE SHOW
”
“THE FRE
NCH CO
NNECTIO
N”
WON BEST
PICTURE
WILLIAM F
RIEDKIN W
ON BEST D
IRECTOR F
“THE FRE
OR
NCH CO
NNECTIO
N”
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Great
Court

